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HarperCollins Publishers Inc, United States, 2017. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Join Stick Cat and his incomparable sidekick Edith on another dangerous, epic,
and hilarious rescue mission in Tom Watson s Stick Cat: Cats in the City! With over-the-top fun and
humor, this scrumptious story features Tom Watson s trademark laughs, adventure, and hilarious
stick-figure drawings, perfect for fans of the Stick Dog, Big Nate, Timmy Failure, and Diary of a
Wimpy Kid books. Stick Cat is going somewhere he s never been before-his best friend Edith s
apartment. It s got everything: donut crumbs in the sink, a fire escape, and a window with a great
view of the big city. While admiring the view, Stick Cat sees trouble. Hazel, the bagel maker, is in
serious danger in the building across the alley. Stick Cat will use his smarts-and Edith s appetite-to
devise a rescue plan. But can Hazel hang on long enough for this dynamic duo to save her? Even
reluctant readers gobble up the Stick Cat and Stick Dog books!.
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ReviewsReviews

It is really an incredible publication that we have possibly study. Of course, it really is engage in, continue to an interesting and amazing literature. You are
going to like how the writer compose this publication.
-- Bailey Lehner-- Bailey Lehner

This publication is great. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom Your daily life period will probably be transform when you complete reading this
article book.
-- Wilford Metz-- Wilford Metz
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